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ÀBSTRACT

The research was undertaken in order to
distribution, document reasons for decline,
measures to stabilize and build populations
owls in Manitoba,

update present

and recommend

of burrowing

The report documents contemporary literature related to
burrowing owl research in North America. Resurts and

discussion of fierd research centered on 19g6 burrowing owr

distribution, feasibility of artificiat nest structures, and

habitat considerations and availability. Distribution was

attained through in-field survey of existing and newty

reported sites" Feasibility of artificial nest structures
was determined through instarlation and monitoring of usage

in southwestern Manitobar âs werr as through examination of
similar initiatives ersewhere" Additionalry, the
availability of crown land habitat in southwestern Manitoba
eras examined.

Management recommendations incrude the mitigaÈion of
burrows lost to curtivation and of pesticide usage. As weIl,
a release program, J.and attainment, a continued monitoring
effort and an educational/protection progran lrere put
forward,
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

The western subspecies of the burrowing owI (at¡e¡e

cunicularia hvpuoaea) breeds in western North Àmerica from

interior sritish corumbia to southwestern Manitoba to
western Louisiana and central Mexico (figure 1 ). Manitoba

represents the northeastern extent of the burrowing owl's
range in North America" The owl winters in the southern

portion of its breeding range" The breeding range in

Manitoba approximates the ranges of Richardson's ground

squirrer (spermophilus richardsonii) and the Àmerican badger

(Taxidea taxus), The burrowing owl is a unique sma1l bird
of prey standing slightly higher than 20 cffi, a stature thaL

is largely due to their long legs (tincoln 1987) " The

burrowing owr nests underground in the abandoned burrows of

burrowing animars. "rt is a bird of our rurar civirization,
and is more likely to be found frequenting farm pastures and

village outskirts, than some remote wilderness." (wedgwood

1978')

From about 1890 to the mid-2OÈh century, the owl was

quite common throughout its range" since then there has been

1-
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Breeding range of the burrowing owl_
America: Karalus and Eckert 1914.

Figure 1:
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a substantial decline in populations and now the bird is no

longer found in many districts it formerly inhabited
(wedgwood 1 978).

The burrowing owl is protected in Manitoba through

regulations under the Manitoba Wildlife Act ( 1 980 and

amendments) which prohibit the killing of raptors" The owl

is also protect.ed in international trade by the Convention

on fnternational Trade in Endangered Species (CftnS) under

Àppendix 2 of the agreemenL. The Àppendix 2 classification
inclr:des all owls and hawks and stipulates import/export

certificates musL be presented in order to monitor numbers

commercially traded"

Basic factors essential to good burrowing owl habiLat are

open 'grassland, short veget.ation, and burrow availability"
Most habit.at is found in grazed pastures. Suitable pastures

are found on ranches, community pastures and on stock and

barnyard pastures.

There are several known and

decl-ine of the spec ies across

Dunbar 1 983, Ratcliff 1 986) :

possible factors causing a

its range (wedgwood 1978.

1.

2"

Chemical contamination t.hrough pesticide spraying,

especially for grasshoppers, and Lhrough rodent

poisoning.

Loss of nest burrows t.o cultivation"
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3. Loss of native short-grass praírie habitat to

cultivation and urbanization"

Roadkill loss of birds"
Shooting of owls intentionally or accidentally,
Predation by wild animals and by feral cats.

Loss of nest burrows through eradication of burrowing

animals "

4.

5"

6"

7"

1 "2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Wedgwood's (1978 ) COSnWfC reporL estimated ManiLoba's

burrowing owl population at 1 10 pairs" Ratcliff (1986)

found a minimum breeding populations level of 76 pairs in
1982; 60 pairs in 1983; and 35 pairs in 1984. Although

there ïras no formal survey conducted in 1985, the same

number of pairs was observed by Ratcliff as in 1984 (35)"

In 1986 the number dropped to 16 pairs" This decline
indicates the need to continue monitoring the status and

distribution of burrowing owls in Manitoba and, in order to
ensure fuLure populations, to implement a plan for recovery

to stabilize and eventually increase populations of
burrowing owls in Manitoba.

4-



1 "3 RESEÀRCH OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this study were:

1. To continue monitoring the distribution of the

burrowing owl and habitat availability in selected

areas of Manitoba.

2" To determine the feasibility of using artificial nest

burrows

3. To assess possible causes of decline in Manitoba"

4" To prepare a provincial plan for recovery of the

burrowing owl in Manitoba which will include;

i) possible locations for re-introduction,
ii) sources of burrowing owls,

iii) re-introduction schedule,

iv) protection and education programs.

5-
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Chapter II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERÀTURE

1 POPULÀT]ON DISTRIBUTION

1.1 North American Population Distribution

The western burrowing owl is found in North America from

interior British Colurnbia to southwestern Manitoba to
western Louisiana and central Mexico" The owl winters in
t.he southern portion of its breeding range in Lhe United

States, south to Honduras and occasionally to panama (Zarn

1974)" Butts (1976) found that burrowing owlsr âs far south

as the Oklahoma Panhandle, migrate south during winter. The

general consensus of the 'Burrowing OwI Workshop' held

during the 1987 Western Raptor Management Symposium was that
specific migration routes and wintering grounds for
populat.ions of burrowing owls across North America remain

largely unknown" The workshop, attended by the author in
October 1987 in Boise, Idaho, found such gaps in knowledge

applied not only to migrational information but much of the

general wintering ecology of burrowing owls.

In the United States, burrowing owl populations have

experienced a decline throughout their range " Zarn (1974')

wrote that Èhe owl was declining in many areas of former

6-



abundance throughout

of this decline r{as

in UÈah (ttoffman 1977

Western U"S. (Smitfr

the west,ern sLates. Further evidence

recorded for burrowing owl populatíons

) and the middle Pacific region of the

1977\ "

From about 1890 to the mid-2Ot.h Century, the owl rras

locally common on the Canadian prairies (Wedgwood 1978,

Ðunbar 1983)" Since then there has been a decline in their
populations in many parts of their North American range

(zarn 1974, Wedgwood 1976)" tiedgwood (1978) suggested that
while the duration of the decline is uncertain, the owl is
no longer found in many districts it formerly inhabited. He

considered that the burrowing owl vras an "accidental
wanderer" in central Canada, a scarce breeder on the

prairies and possibly an "accidental breeder" in the

southern interior of British Columbia. Fyfe's (19761

earlier findings generally concurred with Wedgwood's as he

found sritish Columbia's burrowing owl population to be in
decline and their relative abundance Iow" The Iisting of

burrowing owl pairs as "none confirmed" in Wedgwood's (1978)

COSEWIC reporL just two years l-ater revealed just how rapid

this decline may be. The populations in Alberta and

Saskatchewan were estimated at 610 pairs and 1280 pairs

respectively in the COSEWIC report (wedgwood 1978). These

numbers are substantially higher than the 110 pairs for
Manitoba and the "none confirmed" pairs for British
Co1umbia, and Fyfe (1976) considered the Al-berta and

7-



saskatchewan popurations stable and abundant. However, the

cosEwlc report found that from 1970 through 1977, based on

the opinions of managers/operators of community pastures, a

net decrease in burrowing owls of 7% in saskatchewan and 9%

in Àlberta had occurred (wedgwood 1978) " Despite question

over the absolute stabitity of the Àlberta and saskatchewan

popurations, Lhose populations are considered generalJ-y

stable relative to Manitoba's"

2"1 "2 Manitoba Population Distribution

Fyfe (1976) reported the trend in popuration and rel-ative
abundance of the burrowing owr to be decrining in Manitoba.

These trends were confirmed by COSEI{IC's report of an

est.imated 110 pairs in 1978 and Ratcliff's (198G) figures of
76, 60, 35, and 35 pairs for t.he years 1982 through 1985,

respectively.

Historicar records of the distribution of the burrowing

owr in Manitoba are rimited, À. G" Lawrence's winnipeg Free

Press "chickadee Notes" column recorded owr sightings from

1922-1955 (nigure 2)" Àlthough their accuracy is suspect,

the map indicates the eastward extent of the owI,s

distribution. Ratcliff (1986) found owls were fairry common

from 1 930 Lo 1 960 across the same general area,

Àdditionally, landowners concurred with the trend of decrine

in Manitoba, especially since the 1960's. Ratcliff's
burrowing owr site distribution maps from 1982 through 1984

I



Historical sightings (1922-5Ð ofin Manitoba: iawreñcerA.G. adopted
( 1e85)

burrowing owls
from Ratcliff

Figure 2:
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indicate Lhe declining population and distribution over this
three year study" Combining this information with a 1986

site distribution map gives an updated comparison of recent,

decline (nigure 3)"

Ratcliff's (1986) three year study was the first
in-depth examination of the status and distribution of

Manitoba's burrowing owl populations. This is of

significance for two reasons" First, the study of any

species at the edge of it's range requires special scrutiny
because of various potential biological "edge effects" on

the population. Because Manitoba represents the edge of the

range, and populations are lower relative to the centre of

the range, causes of decline may differ. As Smith (1980)

notes, when only a few animals are present, females of

reproductive age may have a smalI chance of meeLing a male

in the same reproductive condition" Many females may remain

unferLilized reducing average fecundity, He further points

out that Lhe fewer the animals the greater the individual's
chances of succumbing to predation, because the odds of

being taken by a predator increase as the number of exposed

individuals declines. Some discussion at the 'Burrowing Owl

Workshop' during the 1987 Western Rapt.or Management

Symposium suggested that the burrowing owI was particularly
vulnerable to predation and their colonial nature may be

beneficial for survival. ÀccordingIy, Manitoba's small and

non-colonial populations may be more susceptible to
predat i on .

10
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Figure 3: Burrowing owL 1982-1984 & 1 986



Whereas extinction of the burrowing owl should not be

anticipated in the near future, examining this phenomenon

provides some usef ul insight " To thi s end Manit.oba' s

situation at the edge of the range with declining
populations, should be considered.

" Extinction is often thought of as taking place
simultaneously over the full range of a species, but the
process does not v¡ork in Lhis fashion. It begins with
isolated locaI extincLions when conditions so deteriorate in
a given area that species of plants and animals disappear.
Eventually, all the local extinctions reach a sum of total
extinction. " (smitt¡ 1980 )

The decline of. a species at peripheral locations (edges

of range) inwards to a 'core' population centre is a

recently proposed

communication, 1987)

hypothes i s (Knapton rpersonal

, which follows similar thought "

this hypoLhesis can be found byEvidence supporting

examining the range

southward decline

Saskatchewan have

communicationrl987),

hypothes i s ,

shrinkage in Manitoba where westward and

has occured" Dec l- i nes southward in

also recently occured (Haug rpersonal

lending further credence to this

The second consideration relevant to Ratcliff's study

being the first to examine Manitoba's burrowing owls is, as

Wedgwood (1978 ) pointed out "American data are not

necessarily applicable to the more northern population. "

12
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2"2 PLÄN FOR RECOVERY

Literature related t.o plans for recovery of burrowing

owls is limit.ed, Those related to other species of owls and

raptors in general, are of limited use given the uniqueness

of the burrowing owl. Management techniques employed in the

conservation of burrowing owls both in the United States and

Canada do, however, provide valuable insight"

" 1 Habitat Considerations

"1.1 Burrolrs

Coulombe (1971) suggests that the occurrence of burrowing

owls is governed more by the suitability of burrow sites

than by any other fact.or" Support for this argumenL is

f ound in gritish Columbia where t.he lack of burrows, due to

the near elimination of the badger, is considered the

primary factor of decline (Dunbar 1983). Ratcliff (1986)

points out, however, that while the loss of burrows is a

factor in the species decline, Manitoba has pastures with

suitable burrows that are not being utilized"

2"2"1 .2 Àrtificial Nest Burrows

The use of artificial nest burrows as a management tool

can be considered viable, however, even where natural

burrows are available. ColIins and Landrey (1977 ) designed

and implemented artificial nest burrows in California which

- 13



were accepted readily. Implementation of art.ificial nest

structures vras recommended and subsequently undertaken in

nritish Columbia, Dunbar(1982), in order to reintroduce t.he

owls as a viable breeding "p""i." 
in that province"

2 "2"1 .3 Habi tat

Good burrowing owl habitat has three basic factors,

burrow availability, openess, and short vegetation (zarn

1974) " Brovrn (1975) cited habitat preference in vegetation

to include uncultivated prairie, sage brush, and open

grassland in his study of Washington's shoreline fauna.

James and Seabloom ( 1 968 ) found that burrows v¡ere located on

well drained gentle slopes or on flat terrain and were

normally associated with gyazing pastures in their study in

southwestern North Dakota " This terrain is usually

associated with human settlement in the prairies r âs

supported by Wedgwood (1976),

Saskatchenan farmland pastures

where in south-central

and range pastures

constituted much of the burrowing owl's habitat' Farmyard

or barnyard pastures average about 1 0 acres in Saskatchewan

and are mostly found adjacent to the farmyard itself
(wedgwood 1978) 

"

conforms to this.
Manitoba's pasture habitat generally

This proximity to human habitation necessarily leads to

interaction between man and owI. Factors either indirectly

or directly associated with the decline of the bird across

14



it's range because of this proximity include: cultivation

/pasture improvements, pesticide spraying, rodent poisoning,

eradication of burrowing mammals, urbanizat ion, shooting and

roadkill loss of birds (wedgwood 1978, Dunbar '1983, Ratclif f
1986).

Pasture improvements usually involve either plowing up of

native pastures for reseeding of tame grasses or filling in

of badger holes for the safety of livestock" The

cultivat.ion of land that was owl habitat pasture land t.o

grain crops over the past 30 years tras noted in Ratcliff
( 1 986) and wedgwood ( 1 978) " Both considered this to be a

conLributing problem loca1Iy, but not constraining on the

population as a who1e" with Manitoba's limited number of

active burrowing owl sites, however, such a local problem

can be very significant,

2"2"1.4 Mortality Factors

Spraying of pesticides may lead to secondary poisoning

from feeding on contaminated insects; additionally, spraying

results in the direct loss of food for the owls (Ratcliff

1986). Similarly the use of. rodenticides to poison rodents

can affect the bird directly through eating carrion"

Wedgwood (1978 ) considers that this ". . "could be a

contribut,ory factor in Canada, but data for a definitive

conclusion are Iacking. " As wiIl be discussed later,

however, pesticide data are novr available and reveal a

significant impact on burrowing owls.

15



Burrowing owls may be shot by irresponsible individuals
as 'sport' or ouL of ignorance where landowners believe the

o¡+1 to be responsible for digging burrows in their pasture.

Dunbar (1983) concludes: "Unfortunately, shooting has been

and still remains an important factor contributing to
population declines of burrowing owls."

Mortality from roadkills appears to be a significant
factor of decline for burrowing owls. In his three year

survey, Ratcliff (1986) cited reports of seven owls killed
on highways: "Most of the dead were young owls which had

recently fledged and v¡ere scavenging for dead insects on the

road after dark."

Severe weather can have a significant effect on burrowing

owls if it occurs at critical times. RaLcliff ( 1 986)

reported that on May 12, 1 983, a severe storm left
snorù and ice on the ground and as a result
temperatures, disrupted embryo development ted

success of only 50% in 1983 compared to 72% in 1982"

20

of

Lo

cm of

cold

nest

The recommended minimum viable population for avoidance

of random extinction by dioecous organisms is 50 individuals
(Shaffer in Gilpin and SouIe , 1986) " Manitoba's 1ow

populations level points to the possible dangers of random

extinction if events such as the spring storm noted above

lrere to occur again"

16



2.2.2 Protection A¡¡1 Educatlen

Ratcliff ( 1 986) found Manitoba's burrowing owl habitat
consisted of open grassland with short vegetation and

available burrows. He further pointed out that aII of the

nests in his survey were located on private lands. For this
reason, protection of the existing owl populat ion

À publicnecessarily involves landowner cooperation.
protection and education program providing information on

the status, statutory protection, species susceptibility and

ways of safeguarding the burrowing owl vras recommended in

the COSEWIC report" "Aim the plan at environmental and

burrow protection as well as the bird itself, with the

objective of reducing shooting of owls, minimizing secondary

poisoning and reducing loss of burrows and agricultural
destruction of birds." (wedgwood 1978) " Both Dunbar (1983)

and Wedgwood (1978) recommended posting of "No Shooting"

signs on owl habitat areas.

Ff,edgwood ( 1978 ) and Ratcliff's (1986) studies

demonstraLed that people were int.erested in the owls and

willing to assist. researchers. By informing these people

about possible contributing factors of decline, which they

may be able to prevent, a plan for recovery witl have a
greater chance of success"

The longer term decline of the burrowing owI has been

documented somewhat sporadically. ÀdditionalIy, given the

17



relatively recent marked decline, documentaLion on

conservation for the present and future recovery of the owl

has only begun over the last 10 to 15 years, The COSEWIC

report in 1978, for example, sLated: " o . "the first. known

venture in estimating the Canadian population. Hopefully,
the report will help us to understand the owl better and to
arrive at sound decisions about its management"" (wedgwood

1978). similarly Ratcriff's study in 1982 through 1984 was

the first to examine Manitoba's burrowing owls in-depth"

- 18



Chapter III
METHODS

The study area extended from Winnipeg to the east, Swan

River to the north and southwest to the Saskatchevran - North

Dakota border (rigure 2) " In order to continue to monitor

the population distribution of burrowing owls in Manitoba,

Ratcliff's ( 1 986) landowner lists were used to locate

burrowing owls" Although Ratcliff's study was extensive

geographically, some owls may not have been accounted for"
His study results, however, showed the trend of decline and

in order to make correct comparat ive measures, the

geographic parameters of his study were followed"

Once actual burrowing owl sites ï¡ere found, selected

Iandowners were contacted and interview dates set up"

tandowners whose land yras used for artificial burrows were

selected in consultation with B"Ratc1iff, He recommended

using sites owls frequented in 1 985, where landowner

cooperation was expected. Interviews vlere scheduled, where

possible, ât the time of banding to limit the inconvenience

to landowners" Telephone contact v¡as used for re-scheduling

or confirmation of interviews where necessary.

The interview questions were

for more detailed responses

open-ended, as this allows

and self-expression ( see

19



Appendix A), Information derived from the interviews
provided:

1 " The physical location of burrowing owls

(distribution) within the study area"

2 " The extent of pesticide and rodentic ide use at
existing owl sites.

3. Landowner plans for existing owl habitat"
4. Landowner perceptions of reasons for sites no longer

being used,

This information, to be discussed further in the

following chapter, was significant for the following
reasons:

1, Determining present distribution of owL sites allowed

comparison to that found- in Ratcliff (1986).

2" Determining the use of pesticides/rodenLicides will
allow for more informed management decisions once the

effect.s of pesticides on the burrowing owl are better
understood "

3" Determining landowner plans for existing ow1 sites
may lead to future protection of the site with
landowner cooperation or proximal relocation int.o

artificial nest burrows,

4. By looking at owI mortalities and their possible

reasons, types of contributing factors pertinent in
Manitoba rdere examined"

20



Through deterrnining landowner perceptions of why

sit.es were no longer used, insight into landowner

knowledge/attitudes about the burrowing owl was

at t.a i ned "

The availability of crovrn land which was suitable for owl

habitat was determined through examining agricultural crov¡n

land maps available at the Wildlife Branch of Manitoba

Department of Natural Resources. This was done for specific
areas designated through consultation with local government

authorities to determine habitat suitability of the sites"
À comprehensive examination of these areas is found in the

Plan for Recovery Chapter 5"

5,
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Chapter IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4"1 POPULAT]ON DISTRIBUTION 1986

Over the summer of 1986, visits to those pastures

recorded having burrowing owl-s present during Ratcliff's
(1986) surveys revealed:

TotaI Pairs Recorded 16

SuccessfuL Pairs

SingIe Owls

Young Observed

The drop from 35 pairs recorded in 1985 to 16 pairs in
1986 revears a continuation of the decline of burrowing owrs

in Manitoba, It is noteworthy Èhat the 1 986 survey

conducted by the author and B" Ratcliff extended onry over a

reratively short period due to time constraints. rt was felt
that had the survey been conducted over the course of the

entire season that some additional pairs may have been

found. (Hote: extensive field surveys during 1987 by

Wildlife Branch personnel confirmed 14 pairs). It should

aLso be noted that young that rdere located, and that had not

38
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4"2

4"2

yet fledged, vÍere number and colour banded by B"

with assist,ance f rom the author "

Ratcliff

While Lhe author continued field work after Ratcliff
left, t.he work centered on interviewing landowners where

burrowing owls existed and whose land would be used for the

introduction of artificial nest burrows. It is felt that
the substantial drop to 16 pairs represented a new urgency

for stabilízing the population that did exist and the focus

of the study was shifted to this aspect accordingly"

ÀRTIFICIAL NEST STRUCTURES

.1 Site Selection

During September and OcLober 1986, 32 artificiat nesting

structures were constructed, using Collins and Landrey's
(1977 ) design, and placed in southwestern Manitoba. The

seven private pastures selected for installation of these

structures yrere chosen based primarily on owls having

occurred there in 1 986 and on anticipated landowner

cooperation" Nest burrows were installed in relatively high

areas of the pastures. Sites with some degree of relief v¡ere

chosen as this allowed for the nest chamber to be situated
at a higher level (approx.15 degrees) than the entrance to
facilitate drainage. The structures were buried horizontally
Lo a depth of 6 to 12 inches to provide enough soil cover

for insulation" The arLificial burrows L-shaped construction

aLlows for exclusion of light from the nest chamber to
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simulate the

1977 ) "

natural burrow siÈuation (CotIins and Landrey

4"2"2 Burrow Utilization

The 32 nest burrows installed were checked during the

week of May 4-8, 1987 
" Of the seven pastures containing

artifícial nest burrows, four were observed to be occupied

by burrowing owls" Of Lhese four pastures, one owl was

utilizing an artificial burrow, as evidenced by recent

excavation of the burrow opening and fresh pellets and

'white wash' at the burrow entrance. A burrowing owl was

sighted on a fence post approximately 1 0 metres away from

the artificial nest" During summer 1987, however, the owl

vacated the structure without nesting, It is Iikely that
the site was either that of a single owl or that of a pair
which deserted before eggs were laid. The use of the

art.ificial nest structure by the owl(s) is considered a

qualified success in that it vras selected where natural
burrows were available. Implementation of artificial nest

burrows has met with success in Saskatchey¡an" In areas near

Kronau and Moose Jaw, 35 nest structures were installed in

fa11 1 986 and 14 (40%) were utilized in summer 1987

(James,personal communication r lgETl " Such successes

indicate the utility of these structures and further efforts
in Manitoba should prove worthwhile.
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4"3

4"3

HABI TAT

" 1 Manitoba Habitat Considerations

The Interview Questionnaire found in Àppendix A was used

to determine the present habitat situation on the seven

private pastures where artificial nest burrows were to be

installed. ÀI1 seven respondents declared no intention of

'improving' pasture areas where owls were locat.ed in 1986.

In spring 1987, however, it was found that one landowner had

in fact ploughed half his pasture for cultivation, although

owls did return to the other half of the pasture where they

had occurred in the year past " This occurrence does,

hovrever, point ouL possible dangers in relying on private

landowners to supply suitable habitat for burrowing owls.

Should the landowner decide to cultivate the remaining half
of the pasture, Èhe most productive of the seven paslures

would be lostr âs two pairs and twelve young rrere recorded

there in 1986"

4.3"1.1 Mortality nactors

With respect to sighting of dead burrowing owls¡ orrê

landowner reported having hit one of the young owls with his

vehicle. One pasture had a pair of or¡Is in spring 1986 but

the birds subsequently disappeared during the summer, When

the burrow was dug upr egg shell fragments were discovered

at the entrance, indicating predation. In consultation with

the landowner and B. Ratcliff, it was surmised that a badger
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had likely been

after the clutch

responsible and the pair lefL
had been lost "

the pasture

4"3.1"2 Pest ic ides

The question pertaining to use of pesticides and

rodenticides v¡as administered to the seven individual
landowners " Two municipalities within the study area

sprayed for grasshoppers, and information on this v¡as

obtained in separate interviews with the municipal

representatives. The significance of grasshoppers as prey

items for burrowing owls was documented by Haug (1985) who

found that. insects comprised 93% ot toLal prey items and

that grasshoppers constituted 75% of. these insects.

Three of the seven landowner respondents stated that t.hey

did not and had not for the past ten years used pesticides

or rodenticides. One of the remaining four landowners did
not and had not used pesticides, however, he has annually

for at least the last ten years used one can of cyanide for
gopher poisoning in the early spring.

The remaining three landowners all have used pesticides

at various times during the last 10 years. Landowners were

somewhat reluctant to discuss the use of pesticides and were

vague in their responses as to when, where, and how much

pesticide was used. Two of the three had used carbaryl XLR

(commonly referred to as 'Sevin' ) which was sprayed
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aeriaIly, the other had used carbofuran 480F (commonty

referred to as 'Furadan') which was applied at roadside. À11

reported that the pest ic ides yrere sprayed as per t.he

instructions found on the producLs.

The spraying of pesticides by the Rural Municipalities of

Brenda and Edward is of importance in considering effects of

chemicals on burrowing owl habitat, as the vast majority of

spraying is done by municipal employees and not by

landowners as yras initially anticipated. In Saskatchewan,

for example, mun ic ipal i t ies ". . .were responsible for
exposure of over 75% ot the burrows in both study areas "

(James and Fox 1986), It is important to note at this point

that while spraying for grasshoppers has occurred in the

past, only recently has a more concerted effort in this area

been undertaken. Ratcliff(1986) notes "In 1984, locaI
municipalities and landowners in southwestern Manitoba

introduced spraying programs to control- a major infesLation

of grasshoppers, "

Às with landowners, municipal representatives interviewed

were somewhaL reluctant in discussing use of pesticides"

This is likely attributable to the knowledge that this study

was concentrating on the decline of an endangered species.

Figures provided by municipat representatives in the Rural

Municipality of Edward and the Rural Municipality of Brenda,

are listed in the table below and include the entire
municipalities; a township by township breakdown was not

available.
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1985 Pesticide Spravins

R.g.of Edward and B"E"of Brenda

R "U. of Edward

5437 litresCarbaryl 7:lLR

(sprayed aerially)

Carbofuran

(sprayed road side)

850 I itres

R"U"of Brenda

41 00 Iitres

NÏL

Exact times of spraying operations by municipalities were

not available, however, it nas determined that the R.M, of

Edward sprayed one application between mid-June and the

beginning of July whereas the R"M. of Brenda sprayed 3 or 4

times between early June and late July. These spraying

times are of significancer âs noted by James and Fox

(1986)," The majority of insecticides yrere applied between

June 10-30, while the female Burrowing owls were incubating

eggs or brooding small young. " Whi1e it is dangerous to
form definitive concrusions from these very limited data,

the use of the more toxic pesticide Carbofuran combined with
a more f requent spraying may be indicative of Ì{hy the R.M,

of Edward experienced a more marked decline from the

previous year. where Ratcriff (1986) trad documented a

relatively stable pocket of burrowing owls in this
municipality in the previous four seasons, 1986 proved to be
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disastrous with only two pairs

pairs in 1985. Comparatively,

pairs in 1986r up from the eight

found compared to eleven

the R.M. of Brenda had ten

found in 1985.

4"3"2 Canadian Habitat Considerat.ions

British Columbia's burrowing ow1

by Lincoln (1987 ) as follows:

burrowing owls seems to be at

population is described

"Currently the supply of

a "remnant" level where the

few remaining individuals are so widely dispersed that
unassisted recovery of the population through the production

of young ow1s, is tenuous." Interestingly though, the issue

of pest ic ide usage i s largely di smi ssed: "Àgr icult.ural
pesticides are apparently safer (ie. target specific and

short. lived) and their use is more carefully regulated now

than in t.he past . I f pest ic ides in the f ood web were a

factor in the decline of burrowing ow1s, it is expected to

be less substantial in the future," In that province, human

induced mortality such as pesticide use is recognized only

as contributoryt "n."reduced suitability of nesting habitat,
is thought to be the most significant relaiive to prospects

for recovery of a burrowing owI population in nritish
Colurnbia " "

4"3"2"1 Pest ic ides

In 1986, a study was undertaken to determine the impact

of grasshopper spraying on the reproductive success of
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burrowing owls nesting in Saskatchewan. The study found

that exposures to carbaryl had littIe effect on

productivity. In marked conLrast, exposure to carbofuran was

associated with ", o oâ 54% reduction in the number of young

per nest (P<0.05) and a 50% reduction in the proportion of

pairs that raised one or more young (p<0.05)."." (James and

Fox 1 986) .

Saskatchewan's burrowing ow1 population conLinues to

decline: o'. ".and one reason is widespread use of chemicals

to ki11 grasshoppers. " (Sproat 1987) 
"

Saskatchewan

Iandowner Grant Fahlman in commenting on his participation
in that province's 'Operation Burrowing OwI' program stated

"Às farmers we should be aware of this fact (use of harmful

pesticides) and use chemicals less harmful to the

environment, " (Sproat 1987) "

In other parts of t.he range, many differenL control
chemicals are in use o " Ratcliff says ÐDE, a derivative of

DDT, has been found in dead birds (burrowing owls) picked up

in Saskatchewan" The migrating bird winters in Mexico where

(the persistent) nor is stiIl in (substantial) use " (Bird

1 986) " The problem confronting those making management,

recommendations Iies in determining both the actual effect
these chemicals have on the owls and what, if anything, can

be done if a causal relationship to decline is esLablished.
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4"3"3 Manitoba Habitat Availabilitv

Extensive surveys of Ratcriff's ( 1 986) burrowing owr

sites during the 1986 fierd season reveared that although

owls r{ere not often presentr âs documented earrier, suitabre
habitat r{as availabre. unoccupied pastures had short
vegetation and abandoned burrows were present so that
burrowing owls could have used these sites if they were

there to do so" Of the some 75 private pasture sites
checked over the field season¡ only 17 (comprising the 16

pairs and 4 singres) had burrowing owrs. of the near 50

remaining sites, only a few were lost to cultivation and the

rest had suitable habitat. while there is a decrine of
suitable habitat on private pastures, the exisLence of sites
still useable and recentry occupied suggests that ross of
habitat is only contribut.ory in the decline of the burrowing

ow]-

crown lands are situated throughout southwestern

Manitoba, many of which have suitable habitat for burrowing

owls" Priority should be given to crown rands either free
of pesticide spraying or which alrow the greatest buffer
zone from this activity, These rands represent an

arternative to private land owr habitat" potential crown

lands for burrowing owl habitat are documented in Appendix

B.
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4.3.4 Canadian Habitat Àvailabilitv

The existence of unused suitable sites on private lands

and potential suitable sites on crown lands here in Manitoba

contrasts to the situation in gritish Columbia. Experiences

in B.C" have shown t.hat a Iack of burrowing animals, most

notably the ye1low badger, has 1ed to a decrease in suitable

burrowing ow1 habitat. Referring to the destruction of

badgers because of their risk to livestock, Lincoln (1987)

states: "In conseguence, few burrowing mammals remain on

the open, lol elevation grassland habitat favoured by the

owls." and further " Suitable nesting habitat for owls has

therefore been greatly restricLed. "

In Saskatchewan, t,he trend towards loss of habitat to

cultivaLion conLinues as in Manitoba. There tooe however,

unoccupied suitable habiLat is available, wedgwood (1976)

notes that "Thus the total amount of habitat is very small

but smal-I as the amount may be, only a f raction of the

number of fields considered fit for owls were actually
occupied. "
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Chapter V

PLAN FOR RECOVERY

5" 1 MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

The overall objecÈive of the plan for recovery ís Lo

immediately stabiLize and eventually increase the population

of burrowing owls in Manitoba" In order to achieve this, it
is proposed that action be initiated in the following four

areas:

1" mitigation of selected contributing factors of

decline,
release of transplanted or captive*-reared birds,
education and protection information program,

continued monitoring of population and artificial
nest burrow success,

2"

2

4"

The establishment of set population "targets" is

considered to be unrealistic at this time, Information

gathered through population and nest monitoring surveys may

facilitate establishing such goals in later years. More

importantly, however, the monitoring aspect wiIl'aIlow for

efficient allocation of resources over the course of the

plan for recovery"
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Examining the present level of t.he populaÈion, and

extrapolating from these 'ba11 park' f igures, can give

varuable insight ,however, into numbers of birds required to
maintain and build the population. The following simplified
conservative assumptions form the basis for Lhis analysis:

1 " mortality rate of migrating young is g0%;

2" mortality raLe of migrating adults is ZO%î

3. each breeding pair is successful and produces s

youn9;

breeding occurs in the firsL year and continues to
age 4 (4 years total ) ;

existing populaLion is in first year of reproduction;
all surviving young return to the natal area and find
mates "

Estimation

figures:
Y¡ith rounding off yields the following

4"

5.

6"

YEÀR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

YEAR 4

1 6 adult pairs

20 adult pairs

27 adult pairs

35 adu1t. pairs

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

YEAR 7

46 adult pairs

59 adult pairs

77 adult pairs

Reaching this rever after 7 years (1994) wourd bring the
popuration above the 1982 revel of 76 pairs and despite the

simplified assumptions these figures were generated from,
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indicates how growth may occur from a stabilized situation.
With the population so 1oç¡ presently, and the subsequently

1ow recruitment., it is important to get. as many young birds

breeding as possible" This simplified model demonstrates the

positive results if this vrere Èo occur"

The initial term of t.he management plan shall be three
years (January 1988 to December 1990)" Future action wilI
be based on results of a follow-up study Èo be carried out

in spring and summer of 1991 "

5"2 MÀNAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations for implementing the first
two areas of the plan for recovery apply to the first year

of the three year term. While both the mitigation and

release programs are expected to cont.inue for the duration

of the program, the degree and magnitude to which they are

implemented wiII vary according to the annual result.s of

monitoring, I f, tor example, survival/return rates of

released birds are low, more emphasis would be placed on

bringing contributing factors under control prior to

resuming the release program.

5"2"1 Mitiqation
Decline

of Selected Contributinq Factors of

While several

identified, it
contributing

is recommended

factors of

that action

decline have been

be implemented so
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as Èo mitigate against effects of two of these factors
loss of active nest burrows to pasture improvement

(cult.ivation) and agriculturar uses of pesticides.
concent.ration of effort in these two areas is 1ikely to
produce the greatest short term benefit and not negate other

effort and expense.

The loss of native short-grass prairie habitat is
recognized as an important factor, since settremenL of the

southwest began, the loss of large areas of this habitat has

occurred at an accererat.ed raLe. whereas this habitat was

historically occupied by burrowing owrs, the extent and

duration of this occupation remains virtualry undocumented"

Accordingry, study of the loss of native short-grass
prairie, and means through which it may be hal_ted, would be

more suitably dealt with as part of a long Lerm resource and

land use management plan 
"

5"2"2 Mitiqation of Burrows Lost to Cultivation

Äs mentioned previously, 32 artificiar nesting structures
yrere praced in southwestern Manitoba in 1986. The benefits
of the artificial nest strucLure program are fourfold in
that they:

1"

2"

3.

ensure quality burrow availabitity,
facilitate the monitoring process,

reduce some forms of predaÈion and,
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enhance Iandowner

participation.
cooperation and sense of

It is recommended that an additional number of artificiat
nest sLructures (approx.5 per site) ue located once new

private landowner sites are confirmed and landowner consent

is granted. wooden artificial nest structures, as utirized
in fall 1986, cost approximately $15 each whereas p.V"C.

plastic piping artificial nest sLructuresr âs utirized in
8"C", cost approximately $12 each. Saskatchewan plans on

installing some 200 wooden structures in fa11 1987, time

permitting, based on proven success and the concern that
plastic piping may not withstand the rigors associated with
cattle and farm vehicle traffic (James, pe r sona 1

communication, 1 987 ) " rt is therefore recommended that
wooden structures be utilized in Manitoba untir such time as

plastic piping structures are proved. To this end, the Oak

Hammock w.M"A. site should be used to study t.hese structures
as well as experimental variations on installation features,
to improve chances of utilization by the owls.

Àpproximately 5 artificial nest burrows per pasture can

be considered a target number. ÀdditionaIly, placement of

artificiar nest burrows on private pastures immediatery

adjacent Lo a concentrated area, designated later, should be

undertaken in falr 1987. other pastures may be incorporated

at a later date and 5 per pasture can be again considered a

target number" rt is fert that pracement of structures near

4.
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active areas wiIl help to ensure quality burrow availability
in areas where birds return to their general natal area, and

thus concentrate the birds and subsequently the possibility
of finding maLes. AdditionaIly, radio telemetry research in
western Minnesota found that these 'satellite' burro$rs were

utilized frequently at night and may provide important

places of refuge from predators (MarteII, pe r sonal

communicaLion, 1987), The continued effort on private lands

where all present known active burrowing owl sites exist,
together with a public education program to be discussed

later, needs to be maintained and improved in conjuction
with transplant operations on crown lands,

Às long as private pasture

maintain them should continue i
success, To this end, artificial
aspects" Àgain, the role of thi
recovery will be subject to annual

sites exist,, efforts to

rrespective of transplant

nest structures serve both

s program in the plan for
revi ew "

5,2"3 Mitiqation of Pesticide Usase

In addition to locating transplant sites to those crown

lands free of pesticide use, other steps will be taken for
private pasture sites. Farmers having burrowing owls

nesting on their property witl be alerted as to the ilI
effects associated with pesticide use" Main points to be

stressed include:
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1"

2"

3.

The Saskatchewan Study (James and Fox 1986) found

that: "No young or adults vrere ever seen above ground

after the burrows vlere oversprayed with carbofuran in

seven successive sit.e visits over a period of four

weeks. tt

It would benefit the farmer to apply those

insecticides with the lowest avian toxicity, thereby

protecting his crop while minimizing undesirable

impacts on local birds that hetp the farmer by eating

grasshoppers (James and Fox 1986)"

When spraying, where possible, a 400 m buffer zone is
recommended" The Saskatchewan study! ",..regarded
any spraying event that occurred within 400 m of an

active nest burrow as a potential exposure"" (James

and Fox 1986). (Ho significant deleterious effect in

control should be expected from these buffer zones. )

Experience in both this study and in Saskatchewan

showed that private landowners are not responsible

for the majority of spraying. Consequentty, changes

should be effected restricting the use of pesticides

by munic ipal governments 
" Municipal authorities

should be contacted through the Department of

Agriculture and directed to allow spraying buffer
zones in designated burrowing owl sites" Àgain, the

400 m buffer zone would be considered appropriate.

IocaIÀdditionally
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Representatives should be supplied with information

regarding the dangers associated with the use of

carbofuran as iL pertains to wildlife generally and

burrowing owls specifically. Weed District p"tsonn"l

in the southwest should be Iikewise contacted. These

contacts represent a direct link Èo the landowner"

Àgr icultural Representatives supply cur rent

information about agricultural problems and advise

landowners accordingly "

Other action may include approaching the

manufacLurer (Chem-agro) to inform as to the danger

of the product for wild1ife, and suggest warnings on

labeIs be incorporated" Suggesting the product be

removed f rom t.he market entirely, to demonstrate the

company's environmental concerns r ffiâY also be

attempted. This latter suggestion may seem naive at

first glance, however, corporate image combined with

t.he possibility that Carbofuran wiIl be subject to

federal review in the near future, and that Furadan

sales comprise only a small percenÈage of total

sales, suggests that this action may in fact be

attainable" (¡¡ote: The aforementioned considerations

were discussed at a meeting with the appropriate

government agencies on Sept. "16'1987 and it is felt

that if a concerted follow up is undertaken most, if

not all, aspects can be successfutly addressed" )
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James and Fox ( 1 986) recommend ". . 'municipalities
should choose insecticides with the lowest toxícity

to non-targeÈ organisms for application along

roadsides etc"." This recommendation is extendedr â5

discussed extensively above, to Manitoba. Tables

outlining the impacts of pesticide, the reproductive

success associated with the pesticide, and the

relative toxicity of pesticides follow (tables

1,213) 
"

5"2"4 Release of Transplanted or Captive-Reared Birds

Information gathered from an experimental release of

burrowing owls transplanted from Saskatchewan to Oak Hammock

r^l.M.A" during summer 1987 rnay provide insight into the

success of releases. If young from a family unit (comprising

two parents and seven young), or from a unit of nine young

with no parents, successfully imprint and return to Oak

Hammock, release methods utilized will be viewed with

optimism" Such transplant and introduction methods have

already met with Iimited success in nritish Columbia: "Newly

hatched broods captured in WashingLon State have been

successfully reared and imprinted on a former burrowing owl

habitaÈ site in the south Okanogan Valley"" (lincoln 1987).

Success overall, however, has been limited with 9 family

units released from 1982 to 1985 and only 2 pairs having

returned to successfully breed and produce young (Lincoln,

personal communication, 1987') 
"
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TÀBLE 1

Impact of Carbofuran, Carbaryl grasshopper sprays on
burrowing owl reproductive success: James and Fox

1 986.

(Values given ¿re ¡neang)

Nurnbe¡- of ¿ctive
nest bunr.ows at Iime
of. spraying

Pnopcn t i on of ncs t, s
pnoducing one or mone
young

Þlax, nu¡nber o-f young
pen ncsLing altempt O c

fn=ecIlcidc Aerf ally Appltecl

Canbol.unan Canbany I None

QI ùrb 70x ?3r.

2.9 d 4.f,

l410

a * P(0.005 whon compared wi Ih no f pray, FI rhc¡r'É Exnct, Tc¡¡l
l¡ o P(o.025 vrhen compnrc<I r-¡tth carbaryl, Flshcn'¡ Ex,*ct Tc¡¡t
c - P(o-001 r'¡hcn compar-ed wlth no rprÀy, l,fu,nn-l.lhf tncy st¡tl:¡ttc
d = P(o.05 wllcn compancd wlth no 5pnay, Ilann-whltncy statixtlc
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TABLE 2

Reproductive success of burrowing owls aerially
sprayed r+ith insecticide: James and Fox 1986.-

Numben of nests ane glven in parernthe¡a=.

Pnopor t l on of pal rl Max f mum numb*¡r of
ralslng at least young ob¡ervcd

one young pen negt

No insc'cticide exposur'e
wi th i n 4OO m cf burrov¡ O.74 (23¡ 3.78 (?3)

Ezposed to canÞaryl
r.¡ithin 4OQ m of burrou¡ O.77 (3O) 3.gZ (?BI

Exposed to both
carb¡n.u I and carbof trnan
v¡ithin 4OO m'ol burnow O.50 (lS) 2.44 (IS)

Not exposed to eithen
Canbaryl on canbofuran 0,76 (50) 5"8O (5O)

Exposed to canÞanyl 
,

wi f h i n 50 m of bunnc¡¡ O.77 (J0) 3. JO (3O)

Exposed to canbofun¿rn
wi thi n 50 m of bunrow O, JB ( l5) À¡ b L.77 ( l5) c, d

a - P=O.O4l whcn compacad wlth not expoøed
b * P=O. O?2 when compÄr-cd wl t h canbaryl
c o P-O.O25 when companed xith nc¡t cxpored
d = P-O.O?7 ahan companed with carbenyl
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Relative avian toxic
grasshopper control

TÀBLE 3

ity of chemicals
in 1 986: James

registered for
and Fox 1986.

Activc IngredienL
Cornmcrc i ¿ I

At Rccommcnded App

LD 50 'Un I [g/Acre

P¡'oduc t
I i cat i on Ratcs

14ln. Cc¡st./Acrc
Canad i ¿rn ss

LD 50')t
mgl l<g t¡ . w,

Canbof u r ¿n

I'lctlra¡n i dophos

D imet hoate

Chlonpyrifos

Az i nphos-methyl

I'lal atlr i on

Canbary I

Dcltamethnin

o.5

50

75

l3ó

r4a7

>2564.

>4640

1OórOOO

?7 ,625

728 - 3,940

467 - 2,?4O

441 - I, l05

2f,O

88 - 20J

o.6

Í?.45

Í4.7L

s1.90

ç3.2?

sz. 58

s4.51

fr4.2]J.

í7.9q

t,

I,

ä' =Toxicity of actlvt' ingne<Iicnt b¡¡ed
f or thc l'1al I ard Duck.

.

Product cosls ( ln 1?85) an,d toxlci ty
rccomrncnded applicaÈion n¡tts <1 cntvcd +

'Grasrhoppcr Forc.cast in Saskatchewan
Rcalna)

on tho med I an I et h¡'l doce

of cornmcnclal pnoducl at
¡-ont f l gunc= prercn tc-tl ! n

L9gú" (Sack. AgnlcuI turet
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An unfortunate problem related to transplant operations

is lack of information. "Attempts to evaluate the success

of endangered species reintroduction programs are frustrated
by a lack of reliable information of either endangered or

nonendangered species" (Scott and Carpenter 1987).

Transplant attempts in Manit.oba should be viewed as

experimental initially, until such time as successful

operations are more frequent and methods leading to these

successes are improved. The Oak Hammock W"M"À, transplant
operation's final reporL will be written up and distributed
to interested parties across western Canada and parts of the

U"S" (Hi1tz, personal communication, 1987). Further efforts
in the province should be likewise documented to help to
alleviate the general lack of information available. When

possible, it is recommended that journal articles on

Manitoba transplant. operations be submitted to extend the

circulation of knowledge. The establishment of burrowing

owl 'colonies' t.hrough transplant as a means of saving the

population in British Columbia vras advocated by Lincoln
( 1 987 ) . Incorporating this approach with Wedgwood's ( 1 978 )

recommendation to: "Designate selected crown pastures and

grazing reserves for complete nest burrow (wittrin territory)
and environmental protection (vrithin home range)", it is
recommended that Manitoba follows similar approaches within
protected areas as described beIow.
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5"2"4"1 Sources

ft is recommended that Lhe first source of burrowing owls

to be considered are those available from the wild, There

are certain advantages associated with the use of wild birds

for transplant. When one or both parent(s) in a wild family

unit are present the odds of survival are greater than that

associated with young only captive-reared birds" (rfre adult

pair is retained by the 'supplier' for future breeding,)

The adult(s) feed the young as well as acclimatize them with

their surroundings i.e., warn for predators and generally

supply a more 'natural' situation, Dangers associated with

transplanted birds include the possibility of imprinting

before transplant as well as possibilities of disease or

parasites" As mentioned, Saskatchewan supplied a family

unit with 7 young as well as 9 orphaned young for lransplant
at Oak Hammock in 1987 

" Given proximity to Manitoba, and

hence decreased costs, that province should be pursued as

the first priority source, An increase in populations in

Saskatchewan in 1 988 is expected (James, personal

communication, 1987 ) and this may enhance the chances of

receiving birds. Further, the B.C" transplant has shown

that adult birds brought in with family units return to

their natal areas in Washington stater âs evidenced by

retrieval of banded birds used in B.C"'s operation (Lincoln,

personal communication, 1987) " Bringing in family units

from Saskatchewan would be seen in a more favourable light
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inasmuch as Manitoba would essenLially only be 'borrowing'
the adults for one season r âs they would return to
Saskatchewan the following year.

other possible sources for wird family units include
Alberta, North Dakota, South Dakotar ês werl as some other
western states of the u,s. It is recommended that source

areas be chosen as close as possible to Manitoba to all_or¡

for wildlife Branch personnel to trap the birds themselves

as well as minimizing transport time and expenses.

sources of captive-reared birds include the owl

Rehabilitation Research Foundation, vineland station,
Ontario and the Calgary Zoo. (A captive breeding facility
in Winnipeg - Manitoba r.Iildtife Rehabilitation Organization

is presently under consideration, though a tinetable for
its availabirity as a source is still undetermined. )

Burrowing owls will not be available from the owl
RehabiliLation Research Foundation for 19gg as birds are
committed to British columbia (RatcIiff, personal
communication, 1987). The calgary zoo may be able to supply
birds for 1988, though this remains to be determined"

The low success ratio in
program suggests that over the

of birds are needed for Mani

released are to successfully
includes wild family units,

British Columbia's release

course of time large numbers

toba's transplants if birds
return and reproduce" This

orphans and captive-reared
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bi rds. Preparation of a release site based on the Oak

Hammock experience may be accomplished in approximately 2

weeks (Hittz, personal communication, 1987) " Whereas a

timetable f or transplant is outlined f ollowing; t.he

availabilit.y of suit.able sites and the short preparation

time wiIl aIlow for flexibility to accommodate additional
birds should they be made available"

5 "2 "4 "2 Release Area

It is strongly recommended that release sites be located

in the southwest corner of Manitoba- All documented

existing sites for burrowing owls are presently concentrated

in this area" It is felt that the probability of single

adult birds locating mates once they return would increase

if the owls are proximal. Às discussed earlier, the

colonial nature of the burrowing owl may also be important

to survival and concentrating release efforts in t.his area

may help accordingly" In addition, the increased

migrational travel necessitated if transplant is outside the

southwest corner may add extra stress, however smaIl, and

reduce the migrating owls' chances of survival " ïn

discussing the release of captive-reared or transplanted

endangered birds, Scott and Carpenter ( 1987 ) conclude

"Because of the high costs associated with release programs

and the endangered status of many of the animals, we cannot

afford to introduce individuals to new environments v¡ithout
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a high probability of their surviving and contributing
genetically to a wild population." The southwest corner

represents the last area of wild populations of burrowíng

owls in Manitoba and should therefore be the area where

experimental transplant operations take p1ace" OnIy if
populations begin to recover should such efforts be made

outside the southwest, and at such time the expansion of

these efforts should be proximal and radiate out slowly from

the southwest core "

5 "2 "4 "3 Release Sites

In order to document cro!¡n land areas available for
transplant release sites, micro-fiche files documenting

agricultural crolrn land areas were usedu A 1296 square mile

area extending west from the Deloraine area (Range 23) to
the Saskatchewan border (nange 29), south to the U"S.

border, and north to township 6 s¡as examined. The following
crown land areas were recorded (see Appendix B). Four single
owl sightings and 12 of the 16 pair sighting recorded in
1986 were located in this area" (¡lote: 3 of the 4 pai r

sightings not included in this area were not successful in
1986.) By far the most productive township in 1986 vras that
of 4-24 which contained I of the total 16 pairs that year,

all but one of these pairs was successful. Àlthough no set

numbers have been determined, initial indications from 1987

f ield work conducted by f^¡i ldl i f e Branch personnel
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substantiate this particurar township's high productivity.
AddiLionally it is important to note that 3 of the 7 private
pastures where artificial nest structures !¡rere installed in
1986, are located in this particurar township" rt is
therefore recommended that transplant operations occur as

close as possible Lo this area"

crown land in t.ownships immediately bordering include:
N"h7" 06-05-24; S,W" 06-05-24; S.W" 06-05-25 ; N "E " 20_05_25;

N.E. 29-05-2s; N.w" 29-05-25; s"E. 29-05-25; S.!{" 29_05_25;

N.E. 33-05-25; and s"E. 33-05-25. of these 10, the most

promising based on vegetation types and proximity to
existing sites are the adjoining N"w. 06-0s-24 and s,w.
06-05-24" These two parcers of crovln land total 240 acres
of which 150 acres is either dense or medium bush (which

appears to be concentrated on one side of the totar acreage)

and 90 acres of lowrand and upland meadows. of great
promise is the fact that this land is under forage rease
(grazing) to one of the landowners who has art.ificiar nest

structures on his own property and who has shown great

cooperation to date. This parcel is also within 3 miles of
2 known sites having 2 pairs each in 1986.

5"2.4"4 Release procedures

Ground truthing in faII 1987 wirl have to be initiated to
determine exact quarity of the site described abover âs werl
as the remaining I sites. rt is recommended that sites be
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selected with open grassland that is grazed and has natural

burrows " Predator surveys should be conducted to determine

predator density and if of concern, Iimited Iive trapping

and transf er to w.M.À.'s in the vicinity should be

undertaken" Of special concern is the presence of badgers,

In SaskaLchewan, the presence of badgers is associated with

abandonment of nests by the owls (Haug, personal

communication, 1987). Avian predators, most notably Great

Horned owls (gubo virqinianus), !¡ere a serious problem in

western Minnesota transplants (Marte11, personal

communication, 1987), although control of such predat.ors may

be untenable "

An area of 2 to 3 acres for nesting should be sufficient
for each family unit if t.here is a large enough prey base in

the surrounding home range (Haug, personal communication,

1987). A prey survey of mammalian and insect populations

should be initiated accordingly each falI" (¡lote: an insect

survey cannot feasibly be accomplished for fa1I 1987 as

insects are no longer present; Àgriculture Canada insect

survey data should be ut.ilized) " Às the burrowing owl is
co1onial, land approximately 30 acres in size should not

hinder territorial boundaries for 10 family units. Should

prey base be considered insufficient for 10 family units one

of the remaining I sites aforementioned should be chosen and

family units divided into appropriate allotmenÈs.

Transplant siles should be located as far from roadsides as

possible to minimize likelihood of roadkills"
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The following table
1 988-1 990.

indicates proposed releases for

#family units
locations N.W"(pending) s"hr.

total acres

poss " usable
ac res

1 988

10

06-05-24
06-0 5-24

240

90

1 989

10

N/À

N/A

N/A

1 990

10

N/A

N/A

N/A

Birds made availabre should be rereased in summer 19gg"

The number of birds made availabre wirr dictate how many

additional crorvn lands wil-r be utilized in f uture years,
however , 1 0 unit s/year can be considered a rough target
number" The success of the 19BB release site wirr determine
whether or not it wilr be re-used in subsequent. years, rt
is fert that the use of a particular site annuarly, however,
wourd not only benefit the owls by concentrating them but
also minimize operationar expense for the wirdlife Branch.

5.2. s Land Àtta inment

securing habitat for burrowing owls over the rong term is
of paramount importance if a plan for recovery is to
succeed. unless permanent protected lands are availabre when

owls return to their natal areas in southwestern Manitoba,
occupation of land exposing them to the dangers associated
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v¡ith present agricultural practices will take place. There

are various options for securing land both on private and

crown land parcels"

In order for landov¡ners to be persuaded into changing

their present agricultural pracÈices which adversety affect
owl habitat it is felt that financial incentives must be

provided" The economic constraints often associated with
running a farm dictates that compensation beyond 'goodwilI'
is necessary to ensure landowner cooperation" It is felt
that the most logical means of securing habitat for
burrowing owls, and indeed aII rural wildtife, is to provide

tax breaks to landowners who keep a percentage of their land

in its 'natural' state " Whereas Ieasing and purchasing

options may in the short term be appropriate, it is felt
that -over the long run a permanent t.ax incentive will
provide the greatest benefit to wildlife" Entering into
lease and/or purchase agreements with landowners not only

necessitates approaching each individual landowner who has

wildlife on his property, but further it necessitates a

continuous administrative and operating expense. It should

further be noted that monies would not be paid out for a tax

incentive program, but merely not collected. Intrinsically
t.his should be more appealing to government from noL only an

operating and administrative expense perspective but also

from a polit.ical perspective regarding assistance Èo the

financially pressed farmer"
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5"2"5"1 Private Land

Inasmuch as private land now constitutes all active

burrowing owl sites in Manitoba, it is strongly recommended

that these lands be secured by some means before spring

1988. Due to time constraint, however, it seems unlikely
that a tax incentive solution is plausible for 1988. A short

term option is therefore necessary. Purchase of private land

pasture at 'present market value' would allow for more

complete control via government ownership. Inasmuch as most

private pasture sites in Manitoba are immediately adjoining

the landowners 'farmyard' it seems improbable, however, that

they would be willing to sell. (Should private land

containing active sites become available, it is recommended

that their purchase, in whole or in part, be undertaken")

For this reason, the most appropriate short term solution
y¡ould be leasing of these areas" Àdapting from the Manitoba

Habitat Heritage Corporation's program for land leasing
(gabitat Production Agreement.), a miIl rate (approx "3/4) of

the assessed value of land would be paid to landowners. If,
for example, Iand is assessed at a value of 912 per acre

then $8 per acre would be paid to the landowner. The

assessed value, for tax purposes, is calculated by Èhe

Municipal Assessment Branch and is based on such variables

as soil type, land use, and t.he number of acres of each soil
type. Built into this leasing arrangement should be

conditions regarding restricted spraying and other
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detrimental effects associated with agricultural practices

as identified in the section on education and protection to

follow"

5"2"5"2 Crown Land

Crown lands identified in Àppendix B include Wildlife

ManagemenL Areas (W"U"A" ) , lands leased for grazing (Forage

Lease) and lands leased for haying (Renewable Hay Permits) "

The complete list of crown lands in the defined area is

included, Some of these lands initially appear to be

unsuitable because of extenSive buSh cover etc. , however,

they were included both to provide a useful complete Iisting

and because the land characteristics may change from year to

year. In the latter case, ground truthing wiIl be necessary

each spring to assure the actual state of the land"

Whereas W.M.A"'S would represent the greatest control for

Iand usager âs they are under the domain of the Wildtife

Branch, most of these areas are habitat more suited for deer

and grouse and would require some form of manipulation to be

made suitable (natcliff ¡ Pe¡sonnel communication, 1987) "

Additionally, they are not in areas immediately adjacent to

the concentrated burrowing owl pockets identified earlier.

For these reasons the use of other crown lands already with

suitable habitat and adjacent to the concentrated areas is

recommended as outlined in the preceding section - Release

sites. The identified N.w.06-05-24 and s"w.06-05-24 parcels
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recommended are both under forage leases and leaseholder

consent wiII be required t.o use them. Whereas required

consent of the leaseholder does not represent total control,

for immediate practical purposes this option is likely the

best. If these particular parcels can not. be utilized, for

whatever reasons, one of the remaining I parcels identified

should then be considered" Most of the land identified is

under long term fease so cooperation is the only plausible

option short of t.erminating the lease" Experience to datet

however, SuggeStS that landownerS are cogperative, and

securing these lands should not be difficult. if diplomacy is

used.

5"2"6 Education and Frotection

In order to promote public assiStance in the recovery

the burrowing ow], it is recommended Lhat two areas

addressed:

landowners wilI be informed as to the benefits of

burrowing owls and how to protect them"

the general public witl be made aware of the plight

of the owl and its uniqueness and appeal"

5"2"6"1 Landowners

Inforrning landowners as to benefits associated with

having burrowing owls on their property has already been

of.

be

1"

2.
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extensively undertaken by Ratcliff' A newspaper article

published in summer 1986 (nird 1986) which quoted Ratcliff

regarding grasshopper consumption by burrowing owls vùas

distributed to landowners by the author to further existing

cooperation, As previously mentioned, Iandowners should be

made av¡are of the devastation associated with the pesticide

Carbofuran. Effective alternatives to Carbofuran can be

brought to their attention using cost per acre figures (see

Table 3). Additionally, given the owls penchant for eating

grasshopperS, if spraying is deemed necessary landowners

should use Lhe Ieast harmful (toxic) alternative (see Table

3)"

Other measures recommended with regards to landowners

include:

Posting of 'No Shooting' signs on owl habitaL areas

Dunbar(1983), Wedgwood(1978) " These posters should

also be used Lo point out statutory protection,

species susceptibilities and should include a

photograph of the burrowing owl' The poster designed

and utilized by Ratcliff during his study can be used

as a prototype"

rnforming landowners to take into account desirable

practices for owl preservation as recommended by

Wedgwood (1978):

1.

2"
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do not. use traps on goPhers in

burrowing ow1 sites;

do not use poisoned meat as bait in

the vicinity of

the vicinity of

owl sites;
do not use poisoned grain for gopher control when

owl sites are present i

if poisoning of gophers is necessary, restrict

control to fumigation, avoiding burrows occupied by

owls;

ø reduce numbers if necessary,

gophers and badgers I and

o when necessary to converL from natÍve

pasture, plow around burrow sites.

but do not eliminate

to tame

This information should be assembled on a fact sheet

toget.her with general information, as described for the

poster, and distributed to present active site burrows. Any

new sites identified should be visited and the landowner

given this fact sheet" These visits will further the rapport

and cooperation with landowners as weIl as supplying them

with a tangible reference source for their future decisions

affecting burrowing ow1 sites. These visits should commence

in faII 1987 and continue throughout the course of the plan

for recovery,
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5 "2 .6 "2 General Publ ic

IÈ is recommended that a 'Conservation Àction Plan' be

initiated in winter 1987-88 and continue through the term of

the plan for recovery. Aspects of this plan are outlined

below "

A school visit program should be designed over fall 1987

and if possible implemented by the new year. The program

should run over the course of the plan for recovery and

concentrat,e initially in the southwest school districts. It
is important that this critical area be addressed first to

maximize interest at the 'grassroots' Ievel. Children of

Iandowners in the southwesL not only represent a positive

influence on their parents now, but more importantly are the

landowners of the future. School districts throughout the

province can be visited subsequently through consultation

with the Department of Education" Manitoba's owl experLs,

such as Dr.Bob Nero, should also be consulted as to the

proper procedures in this matter, and his successful Great

Gray owl (Strix nebulosa) program used as a design format,

A live burrowing owl should be attained from one of the

sources identified in the transplant discussion of this
chapter. The bird should be either an injured bird or an

imprinted bird that would not otherwise be used in

transplant operations. The bird should not. only be included

as part of the school program but should also be considered
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as an insignia for the proposed Manitoba grildlife

Rehabilit.ation Organization facility.

School information pamphlets should be assembled, similar

to the landowner fact sheet and 'No Shooting' posters, using

language modi f ied for school age children " À short

informational- film may be assembled from existing D.N.R.

Media Services footage for 1 988 visits and revised with new

footage subseguently. Media Services should be consulted

throughout the assemblage of pamphlet and film projects to

ensu¡:e the most effective presentations.

Another important public educational consideration is the

involvement of interested groups in the construction,

installation, and monitoring of artificial nesL structures"

Meetings with naturalist. clubs, 4-H groups etc" should be

set up in fall 1987 for presentations similar to those with

school visits and include distribution of nest structure

plans for those groups showing interest in further

involvement. By getting the public involved in this wâYr not

only will interest be generated but the cost of building,

inst.alling, and monitoring artificial nest structures will

be reduced.

Work initiated by Ratcliff in the protection and

education area included distribution of 700 copies of

posters t.o high schools, shopping centres, post offices'

community halls, and Agricultural Representatives offices.
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In addition, radio interviev¡s were recorded by D.N"R, Media

Services and broadcast each year of t.he study by six radio

stations (natcliff, 1986). This effort ceased in 1984 when

Ratcliff left the province and it is recommended that they

be re-initiated in 1 988 " Posters should be made and

distributed over winter 1 987-88 and replaced/updated in

subsequent winters.

The Oak Hammock W.M"A, project, undertaken by the Wildlife

Branch was covered by Winnipeg media during the release

stage and received both television and print coverage.

Further releases should continue to be covered and the media

kept informed accordingly" It is recommended that

video-taped footage of. future transplant operations be

forwarded to T.V. stations i f the southwest proves

prohibitive to on site coverage by Winnipeg media" This

should help to maint.ain public awareness efforts initiated

at Oak Hammock in 1987 " Media coverage assists in bringing

the plight of the burrowing owl to the public's attention

and can generate public interest and support" Ideally'

continued efforts in this vein wilI help bring the burrowing

owl to the interest level of other high profile species like

the Great Gray OwI , T.Thooping Crane (Grus amer icana ) and

Peregrine FaIcon (raIco pereqrinus) 
"

The burrowing owl is a very unique and attractive small

raptor and because of its open habitat is highly visible.

Lincoln (1987 ) suggests that: " Of alt raptorial birds,
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burrowing owls are probably the species with the highest

potential for generating recreational viewing opportunity."

Through the distribution of posters, continued media

coverage, school visits eLc. a high profile for the

burrowing owl is attainable. Success of t,ransPlant

operations on crovrn lands may allow for viewing of several

pairs in a relatively small area. As Lincoln (1987 ) points

out, the attractiveness of this species will help to endear

both the owl and a plan for recovery to the public and help

to establish wildlife management credibility in endangered

species management.

5 "2 "7 Monitorinq

The monitoring of populations and artificial nest burrows

on private and crown lands will take place over the duration

of the plan for recovery. The area to be monitored

incorporates the Same geographic parameters set ouL in

Ratcliff's (1986) study and subsequently used in this study"

Est.ablished landowner lists should be used as outlined in

the Methods chapter of this practicum"

The monitoring Process

direction that the PIan for

collected regarding success

lands and crov¡n lands¡ âs

provide the basis for the

plan,

is key to determining the

recovery wiIl take" Information

of artificial burrows on PrivaLe

weII as population trends, wiII

yearly reviews built into the
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Ànother import.ant. aspect in the monitoring process is the

continuation of banding operations initiated by Ratcliff

(1986) in 1982" Forty-eight owls were banded in 1987 by

Wildlife Branch personnel ?¡ith some assistance from

landowners. It is recommended that enlistment of interested

landowners continue in banding operations to furt.her enhance

their sense of participation and cooperation"

Banding of owls found both on private and crown land

sites is essential if migrational routes of Manitoba's

populations are to be better understood. Band retrieval

information wilI provide travel routes and finat destination

point(s) " Such knowledge will hetp to determine the

distribution and contributing factors of decline associated

with the owls in those parts of itos range and further

cooperation with wildlife managers relevant to those areas.
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ChaPter VI

SUNIM^àRY AND CONCLUSIONS

In 1979, the burrowing owl was officially classified as a

threatened species in Canada by the Committee on the Status

of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWTC). The decline of

burrowing owl populations from 110 pairs in 1978 to 16 pairs

in 1986 may point to the total elimination of the species

from Manitoba within a few years"

burrowing owl populations and of

Both the decline of

habitat necessitate

immediate and thorough response. The plan for recovery

addresses these and other problems as outlined below:

Implementation of artificial nest burrows will help

stem the loss of active natural nest burrows to

cultivation" The structures ensure the availability

of quality burrows, facilitate the monitoring

process, reduce some forms of predation, and enhance

Iandowner cooperation.

lnitiatives towards stopping or restricting the use

of the highly toxic pesticide Carbofuran are directed

towards the producers of this chemical, and the

municipalities and landowners presently using it'

Proposed experimental release of transplanted or

captive-reared burrowing owls in southwesÈern

1.

2"

3.
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Manitoba provide a protected

and a potential seed source

situation for the birds

for growth of existing
populat i ons "

tnitiatives are provided for securing existing
private land active burrowing owl sites through

various options, including tax incentives, and

purchase or lease agreements.

An educational and protecLion program directed at

both landowners and the general public will help to

ensure success in burrowing owI management strategies

and increase awareness and interest in the species.

Continued monitoring efforts built into the plan for

recovery will aid both in the research of Manitoba's

populations, and through banding, fiII the research

gaps exisLing on migrational rouLes and wintering

grounds 
"

Strategies and their evaluations outlined musL, however,

flexible in order to facilitate yearly management changes

as to optimize the benefit of the program proposed"

Taking int.o consideration that all known active sites

exist on private lands, initiatives in this area must be

maintained, Given the continued decline of the burrowing owl

on these private lands, however, evidence suggests that

present agricultural practices which adversely affect the

owl are at least contributory to the decline and at worst

largely responsible. !{hile artificial nest p}acement and

4.

5,

6,

be

so
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transplant operations can be viewed with some optimism, the

feasibility should be viewed tentatively until such time as

furt.her successes are recorded. Monitoring of continued

efforts in these areas again wiIl provide t.he basis for

future decisions"

Many contribut.ing factors of decline across the entire

Nort.h American range are unknown" The burrowing owl spends

half it's tife away from Manitoba and Canada" Extensive

research efforts are needed to determine migrational routes

and wintering grounds and the ecological factors associated

with them. Other contributing factors of decline, such as

roadkills, cannot feasibly be acted upon. This, however,

does not mean that all reasonable efforts possible should

not be pursued to stabilize, and idea1ly, build the

populaLion in Ma¡¡itoba" To this end, all aspects of the

proposed plan for recovery should be pursued to try to

ensure that the burrowing owl remains and endures aS a part

of Manitoba's wildlife.
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Appendix À

INTERVI EW OUESTIONNÀIRE

1 " Do you have any burrowing owls on your land this
year? Lf. so, how many? How many adult birds? How

many young?

2" If Ro to No"1, when was the last year you saw

burrowing owls on your land?

3, What possible reasons do you see for them not

return ing?
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4 " I f yes Lo No. 1 , are you presently using

pesticides/rodent.icides on your land? How much do

you use? when do you use ít? what brand do you use?

How long have you been using it?

5" Have you seen any dead burrowing owls this year ? tt

sor do you know the cause of death?

6" f,fhat are your plans for the land where the owl sites
are located?
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Àppendix B

CROWN TANDS IN SOUTHWESTERN MÀNITOBÀ: TOWNSHIPS
1-6 RANGES 23-29

N.W. 11-01-23 Spence Forage Lease
'160 acres -- 125 dense, 25 medium, 10 open bush

S. E. '1 1 -01-23 as above Forage Lease
'160 acres -- 130 dense, 20 mediun bush; 10 other

S.w. 11-01-23 as above Forage Lease
'160 acres -- 100 dense, 25 medium bush; 35 other

S.E. 30-06-23 Denison Forage Lease
'160 acres -- 70 medium bush; 90 upland meadow

N.I,¡. 06-05-24 Grieves Forage tease
'160 acres -- 30 dense,80 medium bush; 50 lowland meadow

S.l.¡. 06-05-24 N 112 as above Forage Lease
80 acres -- 40 dense bush; 40 upland meadow

N.W. 11-06-24 Morrison Renewable Hay Permit
'160 acres -- 35 dense, 35 medium bush; 90 lowland meadow

S.W. 11-06-24 as above Renewable Hay Permit
160 acres -- 50 medium, 50 open bush; '12 upland,

48 lowland meadow

N.E. 29-07-24 FR Gaston Forage Lease
141 acres -- 30 nedium bush; 10 upland, 91 lowland bush;

1 0 marsh

S.W. 16-05-25 Gould Forage tease
161 acres -- 10 medium bush; 3 upland meadow;

146 improved forage

N.E. 20-05-25 N/À Nil: previously
152 acres -- 60 medium bush; 92 upland meadow

N.E. 29-05-25 Duthie Forage Lease
160 acres -- 80 medium bush; 80 upland meadow

N.w. 29-05-25 N/À Nil: previously
160 acres -- 100 medium bush; 60 upland meadow

FL
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s S.E. 29-05-25 N/A Nil: previously FL
160 acres -- 120 medium bush; 40 upland meadow

@ S.w. 29-05-25 N/A Nil: previously FL
'150 acres --'110 medium bush; 50 upland meadow

ø N.E. 33-05-25 I^i '1 12 of. Vinck Forage Lease
76 acres -- 4'l medium, 35 open bush

@ S.E. 33-05-25 I^7 1lZ of as above Forage Lease
75 acres -- 50 medium, 25 open bush

ø N.E. 04-06-25 S 112 Lybarger Forage Lease
80 acres -- 40 dense, 40 medium bush

s S.E. 11-04-26 Elliot Forage Lease
160 acres -- 10 nedium, 40 open bush; 80 upland

meadow; 30 improved forage

E S.W. 11-05-26 as above Forage Lease
160 acres -- 30 dense bush; 130 improved forage

¡ N.E. 12-05-?6 Bernice W.M.À. Casual Hay Permit
1 58 acres

r N.E. 29-06-26 Dodds Forage Lease
'1 60 acres -- 1 1 5 upland, 40 lowland meadow;

5 marsh

E N.W. 29-06-26 McGee Forage Lease
156 acres -- 60 upland, 96 lowland meadow

E N.E. 01-01-27 Culbertson Forage Lease
70 acres -- 5 open bush; 5 upland, 50 lowland

meadow; 10 irnproved forage

¡ S.E. 29-02-27 Pierson l,¡.M.À. Nil
(EX RP #33.1 BLTD )

146 acres -- 11 dense, 60 open bush;
75 upland meadow

u N.E. 11-05-27 Harmon Forage Lease
160 acres -- '160 upland meadow

s N.W. 11-05-27 as above Forage tease
160 acres -- 155 upland meadow; 5 marsh

! S.E. 11-05-27 as above Forage tease
'l 50 ac res -- '1 0 open bush ; '1 50 upland meadow

I S.W. 11-05-27 as above Forage tease
'160 acres -- 60 upland, 80 lowland meadow;

20 marsh
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s N.E. 22-05-27 Broomhill w.M.À. Nil
1 60 acres

E N.E - 23-05-27 Broomhil] w.M.À. Renewable Hay permit
(Harmon )

160 acres -- 30 medium bush; 20 upland, 95
lowland meadow; 15 marsh

s N.w. 27-05-27 Broomhill w.M.À. Renewable Hay permit
( Harmon )

160 acres -- 50 medium bush; 20 upland,
90 lowland meadow

6 S.E. 23-05-27 Broomhitl w.M.À. NiI
(nx np #411)

158 acres -- 70 medium bush; g0 lowland meadow;
I marsh

B S.w. 23-05-27 N/A Nil
1 59 ac res

ø N.E. 25-05-27 Broomhill W.M.A. NiI'160 acres -- 145 upland, '10 lowland meadow;
5 marsh

! N.E. 29-03-28 Burnett Forage Lease
160 acres -- 5 open bush; 155 upland meadow

s N.w. 29-04-28 philip Forage Lease'160 acres -- 10 open bush; 130 upland,
15 lowland meado¡+; 5 marsh

tr S.W. 29-04-28 as above Forage Lease
160 acres -- 10 open bushi 125 upJ-and,

20 lowland meadow

r S.w. '1 1-05-28 Jones Forage Lease'159 acres -- 10 dense, 70 medium, 54 open bush; 
-

20 upland rneadow

q N.E. 29-01-29 Tingey & Murray Forage Lease
160 acres -- 40 dense, 60 medium, 20 open bush

c N.W. 29-01-29 as above Forage Lease
160 acres -- 20 dense, 70 medium, 20 open bush;-

50 upland meadow

E S.E. 29-01-29 as above Forage tease
160 acres -- 40 medium, 40 open bush;

80 upland neadow

E S.l^i. 29-01-29 as above Forage tease
160 acres -- 40 medium, 80 open bush;

40 upland meadow
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s N.E. 08-02-29
1 60 acres

Nil

E S.E. 08-02-29 pierson w.M.A. Renewable Hay permit
(wang )

160 acres -- 50 improved forage; 11 other

s S.}l. 08-02-29 pierson t^¡.M.À. Renewable Hay permit
(Riddel)

160 acres -- 20 improved forage

E S.E. 11-02-29 Neale Forage Lease
160 acres -- 30 medium, 90 open bush;

30 upland, 10 lowland meadow

e S.w. 11-04-29 Fewings Forage Lease
160 acres -- 20 medium, 30 open bush; 90 upland,

10 lowland meado¡+; 10 marsh

E S.W. 29-06-29 Godenir Forage Lease
155 acres -- 125 dense bush; 20 upland meadow;

1 0 marsh

N/À
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